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Abstract

The abundance of young striped bass Morone saxatilis in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary
has suffered an unsteady but persistent decline from population levels that were high in the middle
1960s. The decline was particularly severe in 1977 and abundance of young striped bass has been
low every subsequent year. The adult striped bass population also has fallen during the past 20
years, but the exact period over which the decline occurred and the rate of decline are not clear.
The adult population is now about one-quarter of its former size and there is little sign of recovery.
We believe the Sacramento-San Joaquin striped bass population and the fishery that it supports
are in serious danger. The cause is most likely one or more of four factors. (1) The adult population
is now so low that egg production may be inadequate¯ (2) The plankton food supply of young
striped bass in the western Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta and Suisun Bay has been greatly reduced
each spring. Diversion of water from the delta for agricultural purposes is a prime suspect for the
decrease in food production¯ (3) Large numbers of young fish are lost by entrainment in water
diversions. (4) The population is stressed by toxic substances such as petrochemicals and pesticides.
Additional studies are underway to help determine the principal cause(s) of the striped bass decline.

Striped bass Morone saxatilis were introducedrective action. Kelley chaired this group. Oth~
into the Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary inmembers wereStevens; Kohlhorst; Miller;Jam~
1879. Their abundance increased dramatically,F. Arthur, United States Bureau of Reclamation
enabling sport and commercial fisheries to de-Louis W. Botsford, University of California, Da.
velop before 1900. The commercial fishery wasvis; Thomas C. Cannon, Envirosphere; Gerald
closed in 1935 due to pressure from sport fish-C. Cox and Richard M. Sitts, California De.F1ou~E l.--Sacramento-San Joaquin
ermen (Stevens 1980). The population has neverpartment of Water Resources (Sitts now is wit~ channels of the western delta and Su
been dominated by rare strong year classes andEnvirosphere); Stepheri R. Hansen and Charl~
until recently has been relatively stable. Now,H. Hanson, Ecological Analysts (Hanson now i~
however, the adult population is one-quarter ofwith Tera); Martin A. Kjelson, United States Fis~fr°m upstream reservoirs to keep s
what it was 20 years ago, and the production ofand Wildlife Service; Jerry L. Turner, D. W. Kel-the delta and to protect fish. The
young over the past 8 years has been one-thirdIcy and Associates; and Roger S. C. Wolcott, Jr.,erage freshwater outflow to the o(
to one-half of the expected values. These meagerand Thomas G. Yocom, National Marine Fish- 1,100 m3/second has been reduced
year classes of young probably will further de-cries Service. half as a result of consumptive u

press the adult stock as they are recruiied into and diversions from the delta (Ch~

the fishery. ! The Estuary As in other estuaries, there is :

This paper summarizes current thinking re-The Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary begins,U,pper e.nd of the salinity gradie
garding potential causes of the declines of bothwhere the Sacramento and San Joaquin river~ critical zone" (Massmann 1963)
young and adult striped bass. The initial workjoin to form the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delts(Conomos and Peterson 1974), or
was done by California Department ofFish and(Fig. 1). It embraces the salinity gradient, whicl~z°ne’’ (Arthur and Ball 1979), whe~
Game (CFG) staff in 1980-1981. The analysisextends about 80 krn from the western delta t0°f bottom saline water and surfac
was continued by the CFG staff and a "StripedSan Pablo Bay and sometimes to San Francisc0pr°duces vertical circulation ceils

w "n flow Phytoplankton and zooplarBass Working Group" of scientists organized byBay. Freshwater outflo s often range from a w~ %. " _¯ ¯ 3 uons are otten largest in this zon,the State Water Resources Control Board in 1982ter or spnng high of 1,500-4,500 m /second to
to review the potential causes and identify cor-summer lows around 100 m3/second releasediBall 1979; Orsi and Knutson 197
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mt of Water Resources (Sitts now is wit~channels of the western delta and Suisun Bay.
sphere); Stephen R. Hansen and Charles
ason, Ecological Analysts (Hanson now i,
a’a); Martin A. Kjelson, United States Fish from upstream reservoirs to keep salinity out ofcation is thought to be important to the young

ildlife Service; Jerry L. Turner, D. W. Kel. the delta and to protect fish. The historical av-of many fishes, including striped bass (Mass-
1 Associates; and Roger S. C. Wolcott, Jr., erage freshwater outflow to the ocean of aboutmann 1971; Turner and Chadwick 1972). The
mmas G. Yocom, National Marine Fish-1,100m3/secondhasbeenreducedbyaboutone-zone is farther downstream, usually in Suisun
ervice, half as a result of consumptive uses upstreamBay, when freshwater outflows are high, and up-

and diversions from the delta (Chadwick 1977).stream in the western delta when the outflows
The Estuary As in other estuaries, there is a zone at theare low. Plankton production is much greater

Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary begim upper end of the salinity gradient called thewhen the zone is located in Suisun Bay, possibly
the Sacramento and San Joaquin riven "critical zone" 0VIassmann 1963), "’null zone"because of the shallow tidal flats where the photic
form the Sacramento-San Joaquin DelU (Conomos and Peterson 1974), or "’entrapmentzone constitutes a greater percentage of thetotal
). It embraces the salinity gradient, which zone" (Arthur and Ball 1979), where the meetingdepth than in the deep channels of the delta (Ar-
s about 80 km from the western delta to of bottom saline water and surface fresh waterthur and Ball 1979).
tblo Bay and sometimes to San Francisc0pr°duces vertical circulation cells and little net
reshwateroutflows often range from a win-fl°w" Phytoplank-ton and zooplankton popula- Sport Fishery

spring high of 1,500-4,500 m3/second t0ti°ns are often largest in this zone (Arthur andStriped bass is the major sport fish in the es-
er lows around 100 m3/second releasedBall 1979; Orsi and K.nutson 1979) and its lo- tuary. Striped bass anglers fish from the Pacific
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~ ~ are the best long-term striped bass catch record

so. /~CATC~ ~
available (Stevens 1977a). From 1958 to 198C
the reported annual catch by charter boats de

i
50._N~..," .....

~’/CATCH/A"GLER DAY -2 ~ clined from 48,900 to 1,400 striped bass (Fig. 21
/ I

"~,-’- ~.~ A ~ Catches have been particularly low since 197~
~ The catch per angler-day on charter boats i

�~ ~ ~.~,. .q ~/\..,... .1 �3 available from 1958 to 1977. It decreased fro~
2o~ V    ~ ’ /~-.

1.96 to 0.78 fish during this period, although th
lo.

~

general downward trend in the fishery was i~
terrupted by good fishing in 1966, 1972, an~

¯ ~ ~ ~’~ r~ ~ ~ 1974.
YEAR Total catches on charter boats are affected b

FzGu~E 2.-- Trends in striped bass catch and catch perthe number of anglers willing to pay for a day’ o , ,    ,
25-

angler day reported by charter boats in theSan Fran-fishing. Not surprisingly, fishing effort varies a¢
cisco Bay area. cording to angler success (Miller 1974). Thtu

low success has caused effort to drop off sharp[ .,,~gz × 1~-                 "
in recent years, which probably has caused tou z ~ o

Ocean beaches near San Francisco upstreamcatch on charter boats to decline more severe[ ., ~o. r^~ C~E
through the estuary into the Sacramento and Santhan the catch for the striped bass fishery as :
Joaquin rivers more than 200 km above the del-whole. Nevertheless, our observations of th, ~o

ta. Angling occurs the year around, but fishingfishery have convinced us that the overall card
localities vary seasonally in accordance with thetrend truly is downward. FIgUrE 3.-- Trends in abundance of adult st,

striped bass migratory pattern. The fall migra-Concern about the striped bass fishery result, Estuary. Vertical bars for the Petersen esti
tion of striped bass upstream from San Franciscoin a change in angling regulations in 1982. No~
Bay to the delta is marked by good fishing in Santhe minimum total length is 45.7 cm and tbcalculatedwithBailey’s(1952)equation(
Pablo and Suisun bays. Fishing in the delta alsodaily bag limit is two fish. From 1956 to 198!were summed to obtain the variance of
improves gradually with the movement ofstripedthe minimum length was 40.6 cm and the ba: population estimate for calculation ofcc
bass into that area and then declines as the waterlimit was three fish. Earlier regulations were mo~ intervals.
temperature drops in winter, liberal: usually a 30.5-cm minimum length an~ Sex was determined during spring tt

Fishing success improves as the water warmsa five-fish bag. applying external pressure to the abd
in March. Those striped bass that have wintered each fish. If milt was extruded, the fish
in the bays start moving upstream to fresh waterDecline of the Adult Striped Bass Population sifted as male; otherwise it was classifi

for spawning. During the spring, adults are spreadThe California Department of Fish and Gain male. During the summer-fall creel ce
wasthrough the delta and over 200 km north in thehas measured adult striped bass abundance witl    determined by dissection.

Sacramento and Feather rivers. Good fishing canPetersen population estimates and the catch pe Age was determined from scales colle¢
be expected in the river spawning area at thiseffort (CPE)of adult striped bass (total length z way between the spinous dorsal fin and t
time and occasional good catches are made in40.6 cm) captured during tagging studies. Modline" Scofield (1931) and Collins (19f
the bays. ified Petersen mark-recapture population esfi onstrated that ages interpreted from

By mid-June, most adult striped bass have leftmates (Bailey 1951) were calculated annuall’, striped bass scales are valid.
the delta and returned to brackish and salt water,from 1969 through 1982. Striped bass were tagge~ According to the Petersen estimates,

bass populauon was remarkably stableDuring summer and early fall, fishing reaches itswith disc dangler tags (Chadwick 1963) duri~ . "
peak in Carquinez Strait, San Pablo Bay, andtheir spring spawning migration to the deltaan¢spnng 1969, when theestimates began, a
San Francisco Bay. Sometimes large numbers ofSacramento River. The ratio of tagged to u~ 1976 (Fig. 3). It then declined by about
striped bass migrate into the Pacific Ocean, wheretagged fish in the population was estimated dur remained near this lower level througi~
many are caught by surf-easters, ing annual summer-fall creel censuses in the Sa~ Our second assessment of adult stn

Most fishing is from shore and private boats,Francisco Bay area and subsequent spring tag stocks is from catches of striped bass in
although charter boats are an important com-ging operations, nets and fyke traps (Hallock et al. 195

..... ~ .... tagging operations in the delta and Saponent of the fishery in the San Francisco-SanThe aounaance estimauon proceourcs ~,
.... ~ River This CPE index is the sum ofPablo Bay area. Charter boat operators are re-complicated by sex- ana age-sampling o~as "

quired to report catches to CFG. Although these (Chadwick 1967; Stevens 1977b). Hence, all 0 the fishing gears al~er annual effort
,� dardized to four gill nettin boat montboats generally have taken only 10-15% of thethe abundance estimates are oasea on samp~ f - g - .yke trap months A boat monthtotal catch and their fishing locations and meth-stratified by sex and age (Stevens 1977b). Vari’~da " " .- -

ods have changed over the years, their reportsanees for the stratified sex and age estimates we~I ysoffish~nga 183-m-long drift gill
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tble (Stevens 1977a). From 1958 to 1980.
:ported annual catch by charter boats de,
I from 48,900 to 1,400 striped bass (Fig. 2)
es have been particularly low since 1976 _
retch per angler-day on charter boats ~
tble from 1958 to 1977. It decreased fro~
o 0.78 fish during this period, although th~
al downward trend in the fishery was in,
~ted by good fishing in 1966, 1972, anc z

al catches on charter boats are affected b~ = PETERSEN ESTIMATE
amber of anglers willing to pay for a day’~ o .............

g. Not surprisingly, fishing effort varies ao j \
ag to angler success (Miller 1974). Thus ~, _ ~o-
access has caused effort to drop offsharpl!
ent years, which probably has caused tota ~ z_ ~ lo-
on charter boats to decline more severel.~ ~ TAGGING CPE INDEX

the catch for the striped bass fishery as ~
:. Nevertheless, our observations of th YEAR
y have convinced us that the overall catcl
truly is downward. F~GURE 3.--Trends in abundance of adult striped bass (>40.6 cm total length) in the Sacramento-San Joaquin

ncern about the striped bass fishery resulte~Estuary. Vertical bars for the Petersen estimates are 95% confidence intervals. CPE is catch per effort.

:hange in angling regulations in 1982. No,
finimum total length is 45.7 cm and th calculatedwithBailey’s(1952)equation(4).These14.0 cm stretched mesh). A trap-month is 30,

bag limit is two fish. From 1956 to 1981 were summed to obtain the variance of the total24-hour days of fyke-trap fishing. In years when

finimum length was 40.6 cm and the bat population estimate for calculation of confidencefishing occurred, effort ranged from 2 to 4.5 boat-
was three fish. Earlier regulations were mon intervals, months and from 11 to 42 trap-months.

r: usually a 30.5-cm minimum length ant Sex was determined during spring tagging byTagging began in 1958 (Chadwick 1968), but
.’-fish bag. applying external pressure to the abdomen ofCPE records have been consistent only since

each fish. If milt was extruded, the fish was clas-1959. Fyke traps were not fished in 1959-1961,
line of the Adult Striped Bass Population sifted as male; otherwise it was classified as fe-1965-1966, 1977-1978, or 1981. In those years,

e California Department of Fish and Gamt male. During the summer-fall creel census, sexCPE indices were estimated by multiplying gill
aeasured adult striped bass abundance witt was determined by dissection, net catches by 1.61, the mean ratio of total catch
~en population estimates and the catch pe Age was determined from scales collected mid-to standardized gill net catch in 1969-1976 and
.(CPE) of adult striped bass (total length ~- way between the spinous dorsal fin and the lateral1979-1980. We did not include 1982-1984 in

era) captured during tagging studies. Mod line. Scofield (1931) and Collins (1982) dem-calculating the mean ratio because the ratio in

Petersen mark-recapture population esti onstrated that ages interpreted from Californiathose years was up to 2.3 times higher than in
s (Bailey 1951) were calculated annuall~ striped bass scales are valid, any previous year.

1969 through 1982. Striped bass were tagge~ According to the Petersen estimates, the stripedThe CPE index indicates that the striped bass
disc dangler tags (Chadwick 1963) duri~ bass population was remarkably stable betweenpopulation declined steadily from the late 1960s
spdngspawning migration to the delta an~spring 1969, when the estimates began, andspringto a low level in 1975. It then rose briefly, but
wnento River. The ratio of tagged to tm 1976 (Fig. 3). It then declined by about 40% anddeclined to even Iower levels by 1984 (Fig. 3).
xi fish in the population was estimated dur remained near this lower level through 1982.There is no question that the population of
anual summer-fall creel censuses in the Sa~ Our second assessment of adult striped bassadult striped bass in the estuary has fallen to a
ciseo Bay area and subsequent spring tag stocks is from catches of striped bass in CFG gilllow level-- much lower than when estimates were

operations, nets and fyke traps (Hallock et al. 1957) duringfirst available 20 years ago. However, the period
~e abundance estimation procedures a~ tagging operations in the delta and Sacramentoover which the decline actually occurred and the
plicated by sex- and age-sampling bias~River" This CPE index is the sum of catches inrate of decline are not clear.
dwick 1967; Stevens 1977b). Hence, all 0the fishing gears after annual effort was stan-
~bundance estimates are based on sampledardized to four gill-netting boat-months and 36 Adult Mortality Rate

ified by sex and age (Stevens 1977b). Vail fyke-trap-months. A boat-month is 20, 8-hourIncreased mortality helps account for the de-
s for the stratified sex and age estimates we~ days of fishing a 183-m-long drift gill net (10.2- dine in adult striped bass abundance. Annual
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TABLE 1.--Number of tagged fish released, response rate, and mortality rates for striped bass age 5 and above ~ _1ooo
the Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary.

o
o

Number released Annual Exlx’ctation
Response mortality Exploitation of natural rso

Year Males Females rate* rate rate death

1969 4,662 4,131 0.576 0.369 0.224 O. 145
1970 1,585 1,889 0.551 0.395 0.148 0.247 o~ 5oo
1971 2,024 1,454 0.528 0.301 0.165 O. 136
1972 4,002 4,407 0.504 0.407 O. 185 0.222
1973 3,570 3,453 0.481 0.475 0.188 0.287
1974 2,710 3,035 0.460 0.399 0.241 0.158                     v- 250
1975 1,106 1,480 0.439 0.460 0.237 0.223 ~         PET E BS t
1976 2,008 1,741 0.419 0.456 0.269 0.187
1977 707 612 0.398 0.489 0.241 0.248 o

¯ Estimated fraction of recovered nonreward tags that anglers actually return. The estimation assumes all recovered $20 rewan
tags were returned. Because $20 tags were not released every year and response decreased over the years as catches of tagg~
fish became more common, we calculated linear regressions of return rate ratio on year for (I) nonreward : $5 tags, (2) $5 tag~
$10 tags, and (3) $I0 tags : $20 tags. Response for each year was estimated as the product of those three ratios taken from t~ ~- o o

--z05~gression lines,

TAGGING C

0

mortality rate A was calculated as the comple-covered tags that anglers actually returned to
ment of annual survival rate S (Ricker 1975) forannually by comparing return rates for nonr~
striped bass age 5 and older. Younger fish wereward tags with those for reward tags (Chadwid FtGORE 4.-- Trends in striped bass recr
not fully vulnerable to CFG sampling and, be-1968). Reward tags with values of $5, $10, a~for the Petersen estimates are 9596 c,
cause their mortality differs from that of older$20 were used and we assumed all recovered $2~
fish, they could not be included without inducingtags were returned. Corrections ranged from 0.391
bias in the overall mortality estimates, to 0.576 (Table 1). Response corrections we~ been studied since 1978 (Whippk

Survival rate was estimated from tag returnsapplied only to voluntary returns by angler Whipple and her staff at the Nat
by the maximum-likelihood method of Browniethrough the mail. Tags observed during our sum Fisheries Service’s Tiburon laborat,
et al. (1978). This technique fits tag return datamer-fall creel census in the San Francisco B~. gonads, liver, and muscles ofadul
to specific models of survival and recovery ratesarea were assumed to be completely reported, accumulated toxic substances, pri~
and allows the investigator to choose the model Estimated annual mortality of adult stril~ cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
that best fits the data. Their model H2 was thebass increased from less than 40% in 1969 ~ nated hydrocarbons, and heavy
most appropriate model as determined by chi-almost 50% in 1977. (Due to data processi~ found significant inverse correlat
square goodness-of-fit tests. Based on the distri-delays, we do not have subsequent estimate~ concentrations of MAH and zinc i
bution of tag returns, this model indicates thatIncreased exploitation accounts for most of ¯ and fish health as measured by liv¢
survival and recovery rates varied annually andincrease in mortality after 1969; the greates egg condition. High tissue concentrz
that the reporting rate for newly released fish waschange occurred between 1970 and 1976 whn and zinc also were associated wit]
different from that for survivors of releases inthe harvest increased from 15% to 27%. The pos asite infestation. Although these
previous years, itive trends in annual total mortality and ex that toxic substances could affect

Expectation of natural death was calculated byploitation from 1969 to 1977 were both statis bass mortality, there is no direct
subtracting exploitation from total annual mor-tically significant (P < 0.05). Most ofthe annua they have. Indeed, general water
tality. Exploitation rate u for ages 5 and greatervariability in total mortality apparently resulto tions in the estuary have been mt
was estimated from returns of nonreward tagsfrom fluctuations in natural mortality which vat in recent years.
corrected for incomplete reporting of tag recov-led considerably from year to year but did no The food supply for adult strip~
eries by anglers: have a statistically significant trend, estuary has not been well measured

R Although the source of fishing mortality is ob shortage long and severe enough
M’ vious, the potential causes of natural mortallY, tality should affect growth. Collim

are more obscure and difficult to assess. TI~ that, although 1970 and later yea~
R = number of tags recovered in the first yearStriped Bass Working Group explored two p0 aged 2 cm smaller than the 1965after tagging;

tential sources of this natural mortality: tot3 classes, the actual growth rates ofM = number of tags released at the beginning
substances and an inadequate food supply,    not changed. Instead, the size reduof the tag-return year. Toxic substances and the health of striped ba~ to recent slower growth during th

We estimated response rate (fraction of re-from the Sacramento-San Joaquin system ha� life.

C--05  422
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~rtality rates for striped bass age 5 and above it. _1ooo

o

Annual Expectation
mortality Exploitation of natural rso

rate rate death

0.369 0.224 O. 145                       ~-
0.395 0.148 0.247 ~ 500
0.301 0.165 0.136
0.407 0.185 0.222 .z,

0.475 0.188 0.287
f" 2500.399 0.241 0.158

0.460 0.237 0.223 =         PETERSEN ESTIMATE
0.456 0.269 0. t 87
0.489 0.241 0.248 O

~ra. The estimation assumes all recovered $20 rewa~
,.ponse decreased over the years as catches of tagge~
ratio on year for (1) nonreward : $5 tags, (2) $5 tag~                 ~ ~ ~
| =~ the product of those three ratios taken from th                  ~ - -

6 62 64 66 6 70    72 74 78 8 8i tags that anglers actually returned to u~ YEA~
ly by comparing return rates for nonre
~gs with those for reward tags (ChadwidF~rURE 4.-- Trends in striped bass recruitment at age 4 in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary. Vertical bars
Reward tags with values of $5, $10, an(for the Petersen estimates are 95% confidence intervals. CPE is catch per effort.
re used and we assumed all recovered $21
~e returned. Corrections ranged from 0.391
6 (Table 1). Response corrections we~ been studied since 1978 (Whipple et al. 1981). Reduction in Recruitment
only to voluntary returns by angler. Whipple and her staff at the National MarineReduced recruitment of young to the adult

~ the mail. Tags observed during our sum Fisheries Service’s Tiburon laboratory found thatpopulation also helps explain the decrease in to-
’~1 creel census in the San Francisco Ba! gonads, liver, and muscles of adult striped basstal striped bass abundance. Although age-4 striped
a-e assumed to be completely reported, accumulated toxic substances, primarily mono-bass are not fully vulnerable to CFG sampling,
rated annual mortality of adult stripe( cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (MAH), chlori-they represent the first age group that is fully
creased from less than 40% in 1969 ~ nated hydrocarbons, and heavy metals. Theyrecruited to the fishery; thus, we used measures
50% in 1977. (Due to data processi~ found significant inverse correlations betweenof their abundance to index recruitment. Scales
we do not have subsequent estimates~ concentrations of MAH and zinc in striped basswere not collected before 1969, so earlier age-4
xl exploitation accounts for most of ¯ and fish health as measured by liver, gonad, andindices were based on the abundance of 50-59-
", in mortality after 1969; the greates egg condition. High tissue concentrations ofMAHcm fork length fish (Collins 1982).
occurred between 1970 and 1976 whn and zinc also were associated with greater par-Petersen estimates indicate recruitment is
rest increased from 15% to 27%. The pos asite infestation. Although these results suggesthighly variable with no strong trend, although
rods in annual total mortality and ex that toxic substances could affect adult striped1980 was the only above-average year after 1976
m from 1969 to 1977 were both statis bass mortality, there is no direct evidence that(Fig. 4). The estimates were highest (over 550,000
ignificant (P < 0.05). Most of the annm they have. Indeed, general water quality condi-fish) in 1971, 1975, and 1980, and lowest (below
ity in total mortality apparently result~ tions in the estuary have been much improved250,000 fish) in 1977, 1978, and 1982. The CPE
etuafions in natural mortality which va~ in recent years, index of age-4 striped bass also suggests recruit-
~iderably from year to year but did no The food supply for adult striped bass in themerit has been relatively low in recent years, the
,-tatistically significant trend, estuary has not been well measured, but any foodresult of a long-term decline since at least the
ugh the source of fishing mortality is ob shortage long and severe enough to cause mot-early 1970s and possibly since 1959 (Fig. 4).
he potential causes of natural mortalir, tality should affect growth. Collins (1982) found
"e obscure and ditficult to assess. TI~ that, although 1970 and later year classes aver-
Bass Working Group explored two p0 aged 2 cm smaller than the 1965 to 1969 year Abundance of Young

;ources of this natural mortality: tox~ classes, the actual growth rates of adult fish hadIf year-class strength is set early in life, the
~s and an inadequate food supply,    not changed. Instead, the size reduction was duenumber of adult striped bass would be affected
substances and the health of striped bas to recent slower growth during the first year ofby the number of young surviving in prior years.
~ Sacramento-San Joaquin system ha~ life. To evaluate the importance of initial year class
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FIGURE 5.--Annual index of young striped bass abundance by area in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary. No FIGURE 8.--Relationship between you
sampling was conducted in 1966.                                                                 Delta outflow.

strength, we calculated correlation coefficientsBoth correlations indicate a positive association
between both of our measures of recruitment andbetween recruitment and young striped bass
the abundance of young 4 years earlier as mea-abundance, but only the CPE correlation was June to late July or early August t
sured by the CFG summer tow-net survey, statistically significant. Thus, these results are nursery habitat. The fish are measu

Recruit Year classes Correlation not definitive, but they do suggest that recruit-their mean fork length reaches 38

abundance in with young merit of a year class to the adult stock is affectedof-the-year index is calculated o~
measure correlation . of the year by its abundance early in life. catch per net tow and the volume,

Petersen age-4 areas where the fish are caught

estimate 1965-1978 0.19 (NS) Decline in Young-of-the-Year Production Chadwick 1972).
Tagging CPE Since 1959, CFG has sampled young-of-the-The sampling for young stripe

age-4 index 1965-1979 0.85 (P < 0.01) year striped bass every second week from lateprimarily in the delta and Suisun B;
of-the-year index has a well-reeD
high-flow years, when a larger prc

60 - ~ young is washed downstream into :
~o. .~s R=20.58/ the extremely large volume ofwa~

"7~7~ ~ 5o- sampled effectively. Hence, in v.
~ the index is an underestimate of tx 80 Z

/ ,=62~ ~4.
~

.6o / *6s ulation (Stevens 1977a, 1977b).

~

- #8=73 "75 -u~ 40-
61.         ~3            63 "64 "64 This survey has revealed that

40. 5g ~60 ’YEARS 1959--1970
#1 69
’~ sg* young-of-the-year striped bass ha

, i/, *76 ~ 2-¯ uJ 75~71 / v. ing unevenly but persistently since
= 0 , , ¢ .68 the mid-1960s (Fig. 5). The de(
< 50 2~0 8~0 ’ ~ 76

~
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20 - -7 most pronounced in the delta, bu
_ ~ parent in Suisun Bay despite great.

= 120 - * 65 t~~

/ *’74
fluctuations there.
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"=72 During the years 1959-1970, i
~ .~4~ / of young striped bass was highly(ao-

~a~o’rar° °" *~ "r~ "-9

__ , positively with freshwater outflow~ ~ 10 20 30 4=0 5tO    60 and negatively with the percent (
40~

59K~- . "=76 YEARS_1959- 1970 OBSERVED STRIPED BASS INDEX flOW diverted from the delta ct
~6~ 7-2 R2=0.79

FIGURE Z--Relationship between actual and predictedspring and early summer by the ~
o ..... striped bass abundance in the Sacramento-SanValley Project (CVP), the Califorr
100    dO 6~0 ~0 2~0 ~ Joaquin Delta. Predicted abundance = -170 -Project (SWP), and delta farmers

EFFECTIVE PERCENT INFLOW DIVERTED 0.196 (mean daily May--June water diversion rate byditionsduringJuneandJulyprovi
FIGURE 6.--Relationship between total abundance ofwater projects and local agriculture) + correlations. In years when outflo,

young striped bass in the Sacramento--San Joaquin 178(logtomean daily May-June delta outflow) -the percent of river inflow divert(
Estuary and delta outflow and diversion. Curves are 34.2(loglomean daily May-June delta outflow)2. Allstriped bass index was high; co~
fits to 1959-1970 data. flows are in mS/second.
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80-
67e

e65

=70                                  e69

o
74 76    78    80 82    84 50 200 800

MEAN JUNE--JULY OUTFLOW (M3~ec)

on’elations indicate a positive association
:n recruitment and young striped bass
ance, but only the CPE correlation wasJune to late July or early August throughout theoutflows were low and the percent diverted was

eally significant. Thus, these results arenursery habitat. The fish are measured and, whenhigh, the young striped bass index was low (Tur-

finitive, but they do suggest that recruit-their mean fork length reaches 38 ram, a young-ner and Chadwick 1972).

~fa year class to the adult stock is affectedof-the-year index is calculated on the basis ofIn the early 1970s, young striped bass abun-

abundance early in life. catch per net tow and the volume of water in thedance was lower than expected based on the 1959-
areas where the fish are caught (Turner and1970 relationships with outflows and diversions.

dine in Young-of-the-Year Production Chadwick 1972). In the delta portion of the estuary, the decline

¯ e 1959, CFG has sampled young-of-the-The sampling for young striped bass occurswas explained by increased diversion rates in

wiped bass every second week from lateprimarily in the delta and Suisun Bay. The young-May and June (Chadwick et al. 1977). Hence,
of-the-year index has a well-recognized bias inforyears 1959-1976, May and June outflows and
high-flow years, when a larger proportion of thethe amount of water diverted in those months
young is washed downstream into San Pablo Bay;accounted for variations in young striped bass

R2=0.58 the extremely large volume of water there is notabundance in the delta (Fig. 7). Young striped
sampled effectively. Hence, in very wet years,bass abundance in Suisun Bay for those years
the index is an underestimate of the actual pop-was best explained by June-July outflow (Fig. 8).

/ .62
°60 / -65°~. ulation (Stevens 1977a, 1977b). However, since 1977, the abundance of young

61.    69./~3 °64 This survey has revealed that abundance ofstriped bass has been considerably lower than

~/~7
.7o young-of-the-year striped bass has been declin-predicted by the 1959-1976 regressions. Both

7s"r ing unevenly but persistently since high levels injuvenile striped bass abundance and our ability

F

°68 the mid-1960s (Fig. 5). The decline has beento predict it has been greatly reduced.76
7̄ most pronounced in the delta, but is clearly ap-The Striped Bass Working Group reviewed

///~7

parent in Suisun Bay despite greater year-to-yearseveral possible causes for the decline of young
4 fluctuations there, striped bass. They concluded that four remain

°72 During the years 1959-1970, the abundanceas probable major contributors to the problem:
of young striped bass was highly correlated both (1) the adult population, reduced by a com-

, ,, , , ~ positively with freshwater outflow from the deltabination of lower recruitment and higher mor-
lo 20 ao 40 so 60 and negatively with the percent of the river in-tality rates, produces fewer eggs;
OBSERVED STRIPED BASS INDEX flOW diverted from the delta channels during (2) production of food for young striped bass

~ 7.--Relationship between actual and predictedspring and early summer by the federal Centralhas been reduced;

~l bass abundance in the Sacramento-SanValley Project (CVP), the California State Water(3) large numbers of striped bass eggs and
quin Delta. Predicted abundance = - 170 -Project (SWP), and delta farmers (Fig. 6). Con-young are removed from the estuary by diversion
~6 (mean daily May-June water diversion rate by ditions during June and July provided the highestwith water needed for agriculture, power plant
"er projects and local agriculture) ÷ correlations. In years when outflow was high andcooling, and other uses;
(loglomean daily May-June delta outflo,ff) -. the percent of river inflow diverted was low, the(4) point and nonpoint discharges of pesti-?(loglomean daily May-June delta outflow) . All striped bass index was high; conversely, whencides and other petroleum products may cause~s are in m3/second.
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20 STEVENS ET AL. DECI

TAaLE Z--Fecundity of female striped bass in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary. suls
48-

Estimated mean 36-
fecundity of 24- 1969

Estimated eggs/ females on spawn- Estimated mean 12- ~
mature female Maturity ing grounds Migration fecundity of all

Age (l,000s) correction¯ (l,000s) correctionb females (l,000s) 42-
36- 1970

4 243 0.35 85 0.16 14 24-
5 447 0.87 389 0.90 350

12~

6 652 1.00 652 1.00 652 42-
36--

7 856 1.00 856 1.00 856 24- 1971 ~’~
> 8 1,427 1.00 1,427 1.00 1,427 12-

¯ Fraction of female striped bass that are mature on the spawning grounds (Scofield 1931). 48-
b Fraction of all female striped bass that migrate to the spawning grounds (from the female : male ratio in spring tagging from 36- 1972

1969 to 1978). 24-12_ ~

36-
mortality of adults, reduce their ability to repro-ducing nearly a half million eggs, it is hard for ; 24-
duce, or reduce the survival of their eggs andsome biologists to envision there not being a _ 12-

"" 24-
young, surplus of eggs. This is because we are accus- =~ 12- ~

tomed to believing that if fewer are produced, a fi 24-12. 1976
Effect of Reduced Adult Stocks greater proportion will survive to maintain the .~ 24- -

We have hypothesized that the number of eggspopulation. There is evidence to suggest that this o~ 12- ~
being produced by the adult striped bass popu-"density-dependent" survival principle does not .~ 24-

12- 1977
lation has declined and that such a decline has presently apply to the Sacramento-San Joaquin               o

;36-
contributed to the declining number of young,striped bass population. ~,4- 1972

To examine this hypothesis, we first calculated We calculated a survival index between the 12- ~

an annual index of egg production from our Pc-eggand38-mm stage foryears(1969-1982)when 24- 1979 /
tersen estimates and age-specific fecundity data.egg production estimates were available, 12-

36- 1980The abundance of each age class from age 4 to index of abundance when 24-
12-ages 8 and older combined were multiplied by survival = mean length is 38 mm ;36-the estimated fecundity for the appropriate age index egg production index ’ 24- 1921

(Table 2). The annual index of total eggs spawned 12-
is the sum of these products. ;36- 1982

24"
We have calculated that egg production in 1982 t2~ ~

was only about 25% of what it was during the 8-
M M

late 1960s and early 1970s (Fig. 9). At first glance,
a 75% reduction in egg production would seem r ~=0.29 *82

6 FIGURE 11 .--Mean chlorophyll-a concean obvious reason for the striped bass decline.
But with the average female striped bass pro-

z

and regressed this survival index o~ 4 daily May-July outflow). This res~

;
~ 81..70 tistically significant (P < 0.05), b

~
~o

r?~..~’~ ~ra "69 counts for 29% ofthe variation in
~oo_ 2

~
,76 I0). These results, however, are al

¯ 80o~ "~- 72 precision in the variables used to

= =oo ¯ 7r survival index. This imprecision is e
~ o , in the Petersen estimates (Fig. 3)...=. ~o     2;0 ~do 4~o ~oolOOO
== ~ MEAN DALLY MAY-JULY OUTFLOW Early work indicated that abund,
~oo ~

~
(m3/$econd) striped bass in the summer was

river flow suggesting that survival
FIgUrE 10.--Striped bass survival index between thethe young-of-the-year stage could de

~o r~ r, ~ ,¯ ~’o ~ egg and 38-mm stages in relation to mean daily May--and diversions (Turner and Ch~
~" July freshwater outflow from the Sacramento-SanChadwick et al. 1977; Stevens

F~GURE 9.-- Trend in striped bass egg production in theJoaquin Delta. Survival ~ 2.39 loglo outflow - 3.70.rent analysis implies ,~Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary. Numbers next to points designate years.
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~’oaql/.in Estuary.                                                                                                                                                               SUISUN BAY                                                 WESTERN DELTA

48-

24- [969 1969

Wn-                     Estimated mean                          12-
Migration fecundity of all

9
/~

correctionb females (1,000s) 48 -
36"~ 1 1970

0,16 14 24~

0.90 350
12-

1.00 652 48-
36--

1.00 856 24--
1971~1.00 1,427 12-

~ofield 1931). 48-
)m the female : male ratio in spring tagging from 36- 1972 972

36- ~ 1973
~rly a half million eggs, it is hard for ~
ogists to envision there not being a ~24-12"
"eggs. This is because we are accus- ~| 12- ~ 197424-aelieving that if fewer are produced, a ~ 12- 1~8~’~-~
~pordon will survive to maintain the ~ 24-
z. There is evidence to suggest that this o 12- ~ J1976

lependent" survival principle does not ~ 24- 1977 1977:: 12-
~pply to the Sacramento-San Joaquin                o36-
ss population. 24- 1978 ~    1978
atlated a survival index between the

12- ~

-mm stage for years (1969-1982) when
36-
24- 1979 1979

orion estimates were available, 12-
36-

index of abundance when 2,~z12~ 1980 ~    1960
val mean length is 38 mm 36-=                 ,
;x      egg production index                           24- 1981

36- 1982 1982

24-12_

M M J S N M M J S N

r 2~O.29 082
MONTH

FIGURE 11.--Mean chlorophyll-a concentrations in Suisun Bay and the western Sacramento-San Joaquin Della.

and regressed this survival index on lOgl0(meantween survival from egg to the 38-mm stage and

~ daily May-July outflow). This regression is sta-flow has not changed substantially. Survival rates
31..7o tistically significant (P < 0.05), but it only ac-still appear to be controlled by delta outflow. The

~ "ra °69 counts for 29% of the variation in survival (Fig.low egg production since 1976 has not resulted

~
.76 I0). These results, however, are affected by im-in higher survival rates. Hence, if the same re-

~ ~2 ¯ 8o precision in the variables used to calculate thelationship between survival and flow continued
¯ rr survivalindex. This imprecision is especially largeafter 1976, a decline in egg production would

~ ~o a~o 4~o ~oo ~odo in the Petersen estimates (Fig. 3). have caused the young striped bass population
100
~EAN DAILY MAY-JULY OUTFLOW Early work indicated that abundance of youngto decline.

(m3/$ec°nd) striped bass in the summer was correlated with
river flow suggesting that survival from eggs to Reduced Food Production

t.--Striped bass survival index between thethe young-of-the-year stage could depend on flows
18-mm stages in relation to mean daily May"and diversions (Turner and Chadwick 1972;In the Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary, young
~hwater outflow from the Sacramento-SanChadwick et at. 1977; Stevens 1977a). Our cur-striped bass begin feeding on small crustaceanDelta. Survival ffi 2.39 lOglO outflow- 3.70.rent analysis implies that the relationship be- zooplankton a few days after they hatch (Eldridge
s next to points designate years.
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TABLE 3.--Mean concentrations (numbers/m~) of food organisms utilized by ~,oung striped bass for different area~ abundance of crustacean zooplar
of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary. Bay after 1977, although their a

Western delta Suisun Bay tration did decline each year fror
Location of striped and concentrations from 1977 to

Neomysis Neomysis bass larvae:
Crustacean mercedis Crustacean mercedis crustacean er than the average of the previ~

Year zooplanktona >4 mma zooplanktona >4 mma zooplanktonb Because the average spring zo,

1968 125.1 54.2 centrations did not clearly decli
1969 64.1 61.1 Bass Working Group also exami~
1970 26.0 38.1 abundance of zooplankton restric
1971 28.4 41.5 when young striped bass began1972 56,260 51.6 96,130 28.9 107,220
1973 32,210 44.9 81,550 86.6 83,350 geographk’al region where young s
1974 24,560 34.1 55,920 77.0 86,470 located when they began feeding
1975 13,130 17.7 38,450 54.9 86,220 ability is critical to striped bass
1976 21,510 33.4 30,770 35.9 54,050
1977 73,620 16.0 55,700 0.8 38,850 ditions experienced by the initia
1978 11,310 17.6 49,070 34.8 16,110 are likely to have the greatest
1979 10,230 15.3 45,010 25.5 29,370 class strength. The region wher~
1980 3 I. 1 60.3 bass were centered when they be~1981 26.5 20.1
1982 12.6 45.3 ied annually depending on the a
1983 2.9 14.6 water flowing through the estual

¯ Mean concentration from April through June. the drier years, virtually all of t
b Mean concentration where and when young striped bass are first feeding, were in the delta. As flows incre~

striped bass began entering Suis
the wettest years, most were in S

et al. 1982). As they grow, they feed on largerthe amount of food available for young striped years (1974, 1978, 1979) inform
zooplankters such as the opossum shrimp Neo-bass. striped bass distribution was no~
mysis mercedis (Heubach et al. 1963). In the western delta, upstream from the junc- was estimated from the relatk

Information collected by CFG, the Californiation of the two rivers, there was a prominent striped bass distribution and flox
Department of Water Resources, and the Unitedspring bloom of phytoplankton each year until data were available. The zooplan,
States Bureau of Reclamation enabled the Striped1977, except for 1969 and 1975 (Fig. 11). No indices derived from this more :
Bass Working Group to evaluate trends in pro-spring bloom occurred from 1977 to 1980. ysis exhibited a much more strik
ductivityofthe nursery area during recent years.Blooms did occur briefly in May 1981 and in was evident from the average Sl:
Phytoplankton are monitored by chlorophyll-aJune 1982. tions (Table 3).
measurements. The largest crustacean zooplank-In Suisun Bay, an area with generally high bi- In the western delta, opossun
ton are sampled by 10-minute oblique tows fromological productivity due to the presence of the dance was very low in the sprin
bottom to surface with a 154-/zm-mesh Clark-entrapment zone in the spring and summer, we 1979, moderate in 1980 and 198
Bumpus net. Pumps are used to sample zoo-have learned to expect a small phytoplankton in 1982 and 1983. In Suisun
plankton that pass through a 154-~m-meshbloom in spring followed by a larger bloom in population was near zero in 1
screen. Opossum shrimp are captured in I 0-min-late summer. However, for almost 2 years, from spring, there were moderate pop,
ute tows with a conical plankton net (K.nutsonsummer 1976 to summer 1978, there was no mysis in the normal- to high-fl
and Orsi 1983). Generally, all plankton care-bloom in Suisun Bay. Since 1978, Suisun Bay 1980, and 1982, but their abund
gories have been sampled at more than 30 lo-phytoplankton populations have recovered sub- the low-flow years 1979 and 19~
cations at least twice monthly during the stripedstantially, flow year 1983.
bass spawning and nursery period. Variations in zooplankton density exhibited a We believe that these plankt~

Phytoplankton monitoring data were availabledifferent pattern from those in phytoplankton,widespread and major reducti¢
for this analysis from 1969 to 1982, crustaceanAverage concentrations of crustacean zooplank-productivity ofthe western delta
zooplankton data from 1972 to 1979, and opos-ton were very high in the western delta in 1977during and following the 1976
sum shrimp data from 1968 to 1983. Although(Table 3), apparently due to low freshwater flowsThere is evidence of recovery in
more recent plankton data have been collected,associated with a drought in 1976 and 1977 thatgenerally not in the western
they are not yet available for analysis, allowed the entrapment zone to encroach up-caused this change?

The data provide evidence of a general overallstream. In that region, average zooplankton den-Biologists have long been
decline in the productivity of the striped basssities were at their lowest levels in 1978 andplankton, zooplankton, Neom
nursery area during recent years. The decline has1979, the last years for which data are available. ~ striped bass food organisms in
been great enough to cause a major reduction inThere was not a distinct decline in the averagei fluenced by the quantity of
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DECLINE OF CALIFORNIA STRIPED BASS

zed by young striped bass for different areasabundance of crustacean zooplankton in SuisunTABLE 4.-- Distribution of first-feeding striped bass lar-

Bay after 1977, although their average concert-
vae in relation to river flow passing through the Sac-

¯ ration did decline each year from 1972 to 1976
ramento-San Joaquin Estuary in May. ND means
not determined.uisun Bay            Location of striped and concentrations from 1977 to 1979 were Iow-

Neomysis bass larvae:
mercedis crustacean er than the average of the previous years. Ma~’ outflow

¯ >4 mm¯ zooplanktonb Because the average spring zooplankton con- Year Location of larvae (m~/second)

54.2 centrations did not clearly decline, the Striped 1977 Delta 114

6 I. 1 Bass Working Group also examined the trend in 1976 Delta I I 5
1972 Delta 146

38.1 abundance of zooplankton restricted to the times 1968 Delta 19141.5
28.9 107,220 when young striped bass began feeding and the 1970 Delta 305

86.6 83,350 geographical region where young striped bass were 1973 Delta and Suisun Bay 331

77.0 86,470 located when they began feeding. If food avail- 1979 ND 379
1974 ND 72354.9 86,220 ability is critical to striped bass survival, con- 197t Delta and Suisun Bay 748

35.9 54,050
0.8 38,850 ditions experienced by the initial feeding stages 1975 Delta and Suisun Bay 816

34.8 16,110 are likely to have the greatest impact on year- 1978 ND 1,156
1969 Suisun Bay 1,82825.5 29,370 class strength. The region where young striped 1967 west Suisun Bay 2,11160.3 bass were centered when they began to feed var-20.1

45.3 ied annually depending on the amount of fresh
14.6 water flowing through the estuary (Table 4). Inmento and San Joaquin rivers, the location of

the drier years, virtually all of the striped bassthe entrapment zone, and also the growing use

were in the delta. As flows increased, the youngof the delta channels as conduits to carry water

striped bass began entering Suisun Bay and, insouth to the export pumps of the CVP and the

the wettest years, most were in Suisun Bay. In 3SWP (Turner 1966; Turner and Heubach 1966;
at of food available for young stripedyears (1974, 1978, 1979) information on youngHeubach 1969; Arthur and Ball 1979; Knutson

striped bass distribution was not available so itand Orsi 1983). More than a decade ago, inves-
~estern delta, upstream from the junc-was estimated from the relationship betweentigations in the delta provided good evidence
,e two rivers, there was a prominentstriped bass distribution and flow in years whenthat increasing net velocities through the chan-
~om of phytoplankton each year untildata were available. The zooplankton abundancenels of the interior delta would lower zooplank-
ept for 1969 and 1975 (Fig. l 1). Noindices derived from this more restrictive anal-ton and Neomysis populations. The broad, and
oom occurred from 1977 to 1980.ysis exhibited a much more striking decline thanoften deep, channels of the western delta seemed
id occur briefly in May 1981 and inwas evident from the average spring concentra-not as vulnerable.
L ¯ions (Table 3). Because phytoplankton is at the base of food
an Bay, an area with generally high hi-In the western delta, opossum shrimp abun-chains and should respond rapidly to environ-
roductivity due to the presence of¯hedance was very low in the spring from 1977 tomental changes, we searched for reasons why it
nt zone in the spring and summer, we1979, moderatein 1980and 1981, and low againhas been less abundant in recent years. Jerry
ned to expect a small phytoplanktonin 1982 and 1983. In Suisun Bay, the NeomysisTurner of the Striped Bass Working Group ob-
spring followed by a larger bloom inpopulation was near zero in 1977. After thatserved that only two notable spring blooms have

aer. However, for almost 2 years, fromspring, there were moderate populations of Neo-occurred in the western delta since 1976, and
1976 to summer 1978, there was nomysis in the normal- to high-flow years 1978,both immediately followed shutdowns ofthe SWP
Suisun Bay. Since 1978, Suisun Bay1980, and 1982, but their abundance was low indiversion pumps for repairs (Fig. 12). The first

tkton populations have recovered sub-the low-flow years 1979 and 1981 and the high-incident was in May 1981 when the first samples
flow year 1983. following the pump shutdown indicated that a

ons in zooplankton density exhibited a We believe that these plankton data reflect asignificant phytoplankton bloom had suddenly
pattern from those in phytoplankton, widespread and major reduction in biologicaldeveloped. The second incident of this kind oc-
~oncentrations of crustacean zooplank- productivity of the western delta and Suisun Baycurred early in June 1982 when the SWP pumps
very high in the western delta in 1977 during and following the 1976-1977 drought,againwereshutdownforrepairworkandamajor
apparently due to low freshwater flows There is evidence of recovery in Suisun Bay, butphytoplankton bloom followed.
~1 with a drought in 1976 and 1977 that generally not in the western delta. What hasThese results suggest that the water project all-
he entrapment zone to encroach up- caused this change? versions are, in some as yet unexplained way,
a that region, average zooplankton den- Biologists have long been aware that phyto-having a major effect on the phytoplankton pop-
~ at their lowest levels in 1978 and plankton, zooplankton, Neomysis, and otherulation and basic productivity ofthe western del-
last years for which data are available, striped bass food organisms in the delta are in-ta. The most apparent mechanism is that the

~ not a distinct decline in the averag~ fluenced by the quantity of flows of the Sacra-residence time of water increases in the channels
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~ CHLOROPHYLL a_ 120 -
z~ 80,~ 40- 1981

r_-0.87 ¯72 ~ mX 60-~20- z 74-75 == ,o.
300-" ~0 ~ 80- ¯ ’~ 73 ,,-, -~ .< 20-

~ WATER EXPORTS ~ " ~

o200- R’ ~                                                              40-¯77
0 ""~ 0 ¯79 ~ 10-

100- N ¯78
120-
100-

0 200 400 600 ...E 80-
~ 40. CHLOROPHYLL 1982 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND
~ 20- (1000 Kg/day) ,-- 40-

O- -" : ~ : 20-
10-             WATER EXPORTS               FIGURE 13.--Relationship between zooplankton con-

1970 197centration at the time and place of initial striped bass
~" feeding and an index of organic loading from point- F~GURE 14.--Con,

o~
source discharges in Suisun Bay and the western plankton at the

E 4- Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. young striped b,
bass abundance
San Joaquin Es

, May outflow and Hanson’s index of organic 1oad-
APR MAY JUN    JUL AUG ing in Suisun Bay and the western delta account-

ed for 80% of the variability in the striped bass survival is direcF=GURE 12.-- Trends in mean chlorophyll-a concentra-
tions in the western Sacramento-San Joaquin Deltaindex over the past decade, organisms avail;
and water export rates at the federal Central Valley These results suggest that changes in waste 1978; Eldridgee
Project and State Water Project pumps from Apriltreatment may have contributed to reduced pro- requires localiz~
to August 1981 and 1982. Note that phytoplanktonduction of zooplankton and striped bass in the than are found
blooms follow reductions in water export pumping, estuary and may be important in the striped bass Sacramento--Sin

decline. The Striped Bass Working Group con- area (Daniel 19
affected by the diversions when the pumps stop.cluded that this hypothesis is worthy of more may be those
However, attempts by ourselves and others todetailed examination. That examination will re- patches ofzoop
correlate the occurrence of spring phytoplanktonquire more careful assessment of organic input mer striped
blooms with more direct, although imperfect,to the system from all sources, probably based plankton and zc
measures of residence time have not providedon some measure other than BOD. Use of BOD lier in the regio,
conclusive results, as a measure of the value of organic detritus as feeding. Since

An alternative hypothesis to explain the re-an energy source to the ecosystem probably ex- phytoplankton c
duced plankton populations was offered byaggerates the contribution of wastewater dis- need it when th
Striped Bass Working Group member Charlescharge. Striped Bass
Hanson. Inorganic nutrient concentrations have Turner also fou
not fallen, but Hanson hypothesized that ira-Effect of Reduced Food on Young Striped Bass ulation develop
proved waste treatment at point-source dis-Whatever thereason, phytoplanktonandNeo- years. Prior to
charges in the estuary during the first half of themysis populations have been low in both Suisun tions where mo:
1970s has reduced the contribution of organicBay and the western delta during most years since ing reached I 0
material to the system and may have contributed1976. Although trends in average zooplankton the estimated d;
to a decline in the productivity of Suisun Bayabundance are less striking, the abundance of feeding (Fig. 15
and the delta, particularly in the production ofzooplankton when and where larval striped bass period for high
microorganisms that are eaten by zooplankton,begin feeding clearly has declined since 1971. velop from feed
The abundance of zooplankton at the times andHow important is this decline in productivity to 1947). In 1977,
places where larval striped bass are concentratedstriped bass? the delta never
is well correlated with Hanson’s index of organicLarval striped bass begin feeding on small 1978 to 1981, p!
loading based on biochemical oxygen demandcrustacean zooplankters when the fish are 4--7 most young st;
(BOD) data from six point-source discharges inmm long (Eldridge et al. 1982). As these larval whether in the,
Suisun Bay and the western delta (Fig. 13). In afish grow, they eat more and larger organisms. : layed beyond th
multiple-regression analysis, the combination ofLaboratory studies have shown that larval fish

i

larval fish.

I
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o                         STRIPED BASS

.72 ~ ~ ~ - 8o . .
75 9 - 6o .
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~ ,+40- ¯

,; ..... ; , , ,120 70     2 74 76     8 80
I ~ 100- KTON YEAR)0 600 ~ 80-

OXYGEN DEMAND oO 60- FIGURE 15.--Num~r of days prior to or after initial
~ ~o- feeding of lanai striped b~s that chlorophyll-a con-

K~d~) 2o- centrations reached 10 ~g/liter in the area of the Sac-
~n z~pla~on con- ~gro ’ ~9~2 ’ ~r4 ’ ~9~6 ’ ~Ta ’ ~o ’rament~an Joaquin Est~ where most striped
~ ofiMt~ st~ped ~s b~s la~ were l~ated (Tab& 4).
~ l~ingfrom point- F~URE 14.--Co~entration of chlorophyll a and z~-
Bay a~ t~ western plan~on at the time a~ p!~e of initial feeding by

dta. young striped b~s (Tab& 4) compared with striped A comparison of mean chlorophyll-a con~n-
b~s abu~ance in mi~ummer in the Sacrament~
San J~quin Estuaq. trations in the western delta and Suisun Bay in

ndex ofo~nic load- April and May su~ests that, in some yea~, the

estem del~ a~t- ve~ ~rly ph~oplankton blooms in Suisun Bay

~ ~ ~e stfi~d bass su~ival is directly related to the num~r of foodmay pa~ially depend on ph~oplankton ~ing
o~anisms available to them (Daniel 1976; Millerwashed do--stream from the western delta. As

at changes ~ waste 1978;Eldfidgeetal. 1981) and that hi~ su~ivalan example, note the May 1981 bloom in both

~ut~ to ~u~d pro- requires lo~lized concent~tions of food greaterthe western del~ and Suisun Bay (Fig. I 1). The

d s~ b~s in the than are found in average field m~sures in thelow con~ntrations ofph~oplankton in ~e west-

mt ~ ~e staled bass Sac~ment~an Joaquin stdped bass nu~e~em del~ sin~ 1977 may ~ responsible for the
Wor~g Group ~n- ar~ (Daniel 1976). The only fish that su~ivelack of an early April-May pok in Suisun Bay,

s is wo~y of more may ~ those that find them~Ives in denseand would explain the delayed ph~oplankton
. exam~ation ~11 re- patches of zooplankton. We compared the sum-development where the young std~ bass fi~t
aent of o~nic input met striped bass abundan~ index ~th ph~o-begin feeding, whether in the western del~ or
~s, probably based plankton and zooplankton densities 60 days ear-Suisun Bay.
m BOD. U~ of BOD lier in the reoon where most stfi~d bass ~n
ofo~c detritus as feeding. Sin~ 1976, there has been ve~ little Entrainment ~sses

a~stem probably ex- ph~opl~on or zooplan~on where s~d bassStaled bass e~s, la~ae, and juveniles are lost

~ of wastewater dis- need it when they ~on feeding (Fig. 14). ~a ent~inment in dive,ions of delta water by
Std~d Bass Wor~ng Group mem~r Je~the CVP, the SWP, delta a~culture (DA), and

Turner also found evidence that plankton pop-the Pacific Gas and Electdc Company (PGE).
~ Young Striped B~s ulation development has been delayed in recentFish losses de~nd on the density of o~anisms
~opl~ktonandNeo- yea~. Prior to 1977, chlorophyll-a con~ntra-at the pump in~kes, the pumping ~te, and (in

~ low ~ ~ Suisun tions where most of the stfi~d bass began feed-the ~se of PGE) mo~lity o~u~ng during pas-
~g most y~ sin~ ing reached 10 u~iter from 3 to 10 weeks ~foresage throu~ the power plants ~fore the cooling
avenge zooplan~on the estimated ~te that young staled bass b~anwater is discha~ed back into the delta. ~sses
~ ~e ab~n~ of feeding (Fig. 15). This should ~ a long enoughof striped bass have ~n estimated for power
~ l~al s~d bass ~dod for high zooplankton populations to de-plants based on ~mpling ~th~ the cooling sys-
d~ sin~ 1971. velop from feeding on the ph~oplankton (Rileyterns. Similar estimates of staled bass losses in
~e in produ~ivity to 1947). In 1977, chlorophyll-a ~n~nt~tions inCVP, SWP, or DA dive,ions are preluded by

~e del~ never reached 10 ~iter, and frominadeq~te ~mpling. However, indict esti-
~ f~ing on small 1978 to 1981, ph~opl~on development wheremates of these losses have ~en made by Richard
~en ~e fish are 4-7 most young striped bass fi~t ~n feeding,Sitts of ~e S~ B~s Wor~ng Group (CVP,
1982). ~ the~ la~al whether in the del~ or in Suisun Bay, was de-SWP), Alan Ba~ ofCFG (CVP, SWP), and
~d l~er o~nisms, layed ~yond the time that it was need~ by theRan~ll Bro~ of the ~lifomia Depa~ment of

~ho~ that la~al fish la~al fish. Water Resour~s (DA). The~ estimates were de-
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TABL~ 5.--Estimates of losses (in millionsJ of youngTA~L~ 6.- Irrigation return water as a percent of total where striped ba
striped bass to entrainment, Sacramento-San Joa- Sacramento River flow. high densities.
quin Estuary. ND means not determined. We also search~Month 1972 1973 1975 1976 1977 1980 1981

Central Valley Pacific and other source
Project and State Delta Gas and April 8.0 7,7 6.8 4.7 8.2 12.8 concentrations

Water Project agricul- Electric May 20.0 12.7 7.6 13.5 15.2 22.2 16.4
Year pumps= tureb CompanyC June 9.6 11.6 8.6 13.1 4.9 I0.0 13.4 tO fish.

July 7.4 9.9 11.1 8.0 2.8 10.9 From streamfl,
1968 1,878 ND ND ing Group mem1
1969 2 ND ND
1970 1,784 ND ND that the five ma.
1971 778 ND ND reduced by the large losses from thecombined water contribute
1972 4,527 ND ND total Sacramentc1973 2,253 ND ND entrainment at the PGE plants, CVP and SWP
1974 ND ND ND pumps, and DA diversions. In turn, this long- mentoduring
1975 234 ND ND term reduction in young striped bass abundance herbicides used i
1976 507 ND ND rophenoxy acetic
1977 249 ND ND probably has contributed to the decline in the
1978 117 598 154 adult striped bass population, parathion, thiol~
1979 286 562 62 during these mo~

= Estimates from 1968 to 1977 by A. Baracco, California Toxic Wastes
phene and xylenc

Detmrtment offish and Game. Estimates for 1978 and 1979 which are not
by R. Sitts, Envirosphere Company and C. Hanson. Tera Cot- The hypothesis that survival of young striped extensively appli
poration, bass has been reduced due to increased toxicity centrations of sei~ Estimates by R. Brown, California Department of Water

of the environment is virtually impossible to test been found in theResources.
c Estimates from 316b demonstrations for Contra Costa and because the toxicity data base is inadequate. AI- utaries during thi

Pittsburg power plants, though most of the major waste treatment facil- Measured con,
ities discharging into the bay and delta have been have been as big
much improved in the last decade, large quan- to fish (Finlayso~

rived by multiplying estimates of striped bass egg tities of potentially toxic substances still reach the other pestick
and larva densities in the delta channels within the system, and many are not routinely moni- lethal levels. Ye~
the influence of the diversions by the amounts tored. Much of the watersheds of the Sacramento (cyprinids, centr~
of water being diverted. The sampling of eggs and San Joaquin rivers are treated with pesticides discharge drains.
and larvae is based on oblique tows with large each year, and although records of pesticide use the Sacramento I;
plankton nets by CFG and PGE (Miller 1977; are available, most are not monitored in streams, ally associated wi
Stevens 1977b; PGE 1981a, 1981b). Baracco’ses-A variety ofunmonitored toxicants also poten- published, toxici
timates for the CVP and SWP are available from tially enter the rivers and bays with runoff from reveal that young
1968 to 1977, CFG’s striped bass egg and larvaindustrial and urban areas whenever it rains, and, to molinate and tl
survey years. Sitts’ estimates for the CVP and of course, accidental spills of all sorts commonly fishes. Striped ba
SWP, Brown’s estimates for DA, and the esti- occur, fer chronic effect,,
mates of losses at PGE power plants are available Thus, our analysis of this hypothesis is rather thai levels. Thus,
for 1978 and 1979. qualitative. The Striped Bass Working Group suggests that toxi

Except for the PGE power plant estimates, these searched for indirect evidence of potential tox- the health of stri
various entrainment-loss estimates are only gross icity problems in streamflow records during the to determine the
approximations. They are subject to untested as- spawning season. These records allowed us to sponsible for the
sumptions regarding sampling efficiencies, mor- examine the fraction of the Sacramento River
tality occurring between the locations that were flow formed by irrigation return water poten- Sunmsampled and the diversion sites, and flow pat- tially laden with pesticides. We believed that this
terns in the delta channels. Yet the estimates, approach could provide some insight because in The adult stril~
which range from millions to billions of fish, the spring most irrigation water in the Sacra- ramento-San Jo:
have convinced us that large numbers of small mento River basin goes to rice farming. In gen- lowest levels sin
striped bass are lost from the estuarine popula- eral, water is diverted from the river or from available; it prot
tion in many years (Table 5). reservoirs through irrigation canals, fields are levels since its ea

The evidence that survival from the egg to the flooded, pesticides are applied, and eventually introduction frm
38-ram stage is independent of the striped bass the water is drained into sloughs and subse- and catch per un
population size suggests that the abundance of quently flows back into the river. Major irriga- persistently decl
young striped bass surviving to midsummer is tion drains discharge into the river in regions creased from ab

i
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ter as a percent of total where striped bass eggs and larvae are found in1970 to about 27% in 1976. Despite this increase,
high densities, exploitation is still lower than for Atlantic coast

We also searched water quality monitoring datastocks (Kohlenstein 1981) that are fished com-
,76 1977 1980 1981 and other sources for records of fish kills andmercially. However, population studies reveal
i.8 4.7 8.2 12.8 concentrations of toxicants known to be harmfulthat mortality is exceeding recruitment and until
L5 15.2 22.2 16.4
LI 4.9 10.0 13.4 tO fish. the cause of the decline is found and corrected,
4.0 2.8 10.9 From streamflow records, Striped Bass Work-there may be a need for more fishing restrictions.

ing Group member Stephen Hansen estimatedThe principal reason for low recruitment to
that the five major sources of return irrigationthe adult population appears to be poor produc-
water contribute between 5% and 20% of thetionofyoungoftheyear. Extensive summer tow-

from the combined total Sacramento River flow at or near Sacra- net surveys have provided good evidence that
rots, CVP and SWP mento during April-July (Table 6). Pesticides andless than one-half as many young of the year are
,. In turn, this long- herbicides used in rice culture (molinate, chlo-produced now as were produced a decade ago.
iped bass abundance rophenoxy acetic acid, ethyl parathion, methylThe Striped Bass Working Group of scientists,
o the decline in the parathion, thiobencarb) are applied extensivelyappointed by the State Water Resources Control
m. during these months. Also of concern are toxa-Board to analyze the problem, concluded that

phene and xylene (a common pesticide solvent),the decline was probably the result of a combi-
stes which are not used specifically on rice but arenation of(l)reduced adult stock producing fewer
ival of young striped extensively applied elsewhere. Detectable con-eggs, (2) reduced food production in the nursery
to increased toxicity centrations of several of these pesticides havearea, (3) entrainment losses into water diver-
dly impossible to test been found in the Sacramento River and its trib-sions, and (4) toxicity.
use is inadequate. AI- utaries during this period (Finlayson et al. 1982).The decIine in adult striped bass abundance
caste treatment facil- Measured concentrations of molinate foundhas resulted in a 75% decline in egg production
! and delta have been have been as high as 300 ~g/liter, a level toxicsince the early 1970s. Our analysis suggests that
¯ decade, large quan- to fish (Finlayson and Lew 1983), but those ofegg production now may be inadequate to main-
ubstances still reach the other pesticides have generally been at sub-tain the population at former levels under pres-
not routinely moni- lethal levels. Yet spring kills of resident fishesent environmental conditions, even though bil-
xls of the Sacramento (cyprinids, centrarchids, ictalurids) in irrigationlions of eggs are still produced each year.
reated withpesticides discharge drains of the Sacramento Basin and inFood production in the striped bass nursery
:ords of pesticide use the Sacramento River itselfare frequent and usu-area has been reduced substantially in recent
nonitored in streams, ally associated with pesticides. Recent, as yet un-years. Phytoplankton populations in the salinity
toxicants also poten- published, toxicity tests by CFG (B. Finlayson)gradient have been very low. In spring, blooms
~ays with runoff from reveal that young striped bass are more sensitivethought necessary to provide zooplankton pro-
flaenever it rains, and, to molinate and thiobencarb than are the residentduction for young striped bass have been either
~fall sorts commonly fishes. Striped bass eggs and larvae also may suf-eliminated or delayed beyond the time when most

fer chronic effects from concentrations below le-ofthese fish begin feeding. There is evidence sug-
s hypothesis is rather thal levels. Thus, the evidence that we have seengesting that phytoplankton development has been
~tss Working Group suggests that toxic substances may be damagingsuppressed by the use of the major delta channels
:nce of potential tox- the health of striped bass, but it is not possibleas conduits to carry increasing amounts ofwater
~w records during the to determine the degree to which they are re-to diversions in the south delta. Experiments to
~cords allowed us to sponsible for the striped bass decline, learn more about this are underway.
le Sacramento River Entrainment losses of striped bass eggs, larvae,
return water poten- Summary and Discussion and young in water diversions are very high and
We believed that this may be important. In recent years, survival rates
me insight because in The adult striped bass population of the Sac-have depended upon freshwater outflow in the
water in the Sacra- ramento-San Joaquin Estuary has fallen to thespring and early summer, just as they did before
rice farming. In gen- lowest levels since stock assessments were firstthe decline. High outflows in recent years have
,m the river or from available; it probably has dropped to the lowestnot, however, resulted in high striped bass pop-

,.on car, als, fields are levels since its early development after the 1879ulations as they previously did. Hence, reduced
plied, and eventually introduction from the east coast. Angler catchesegg production due to lower adult populations
~ sloughs and subse- and catch per unit of effort have unsteadily buthas not resulted in a density-dependent increase
te river. Major irriga- persistently declined, and angler harvest in-in survival rates between egg and young of the
~ the river in regions creased from about 15% of the population inyear, and any losses of early life stages, including
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losses due to entrainment, could be contributingerbate the problems of reduced food production BA~u:.v, N. T. J.
to the problem, and entrainment unless a properly designed and pretation of r

The effect of toxicity has been one of the mostoperated delta water transfer facility is built. An Ecology 2 h l 2

difficult to assess. Obvious water pollution hasimproperly designed project is likely to further BROWNIE, C,, D. R
D. S. ROBSON

been greatly reduced in recent years by majorreduce numbers of young striped bass, which, band recoveo
campaigns and expenditures to improve wastein turn, will reduce adult stocks. Further decline Fish and Wih
treatment. Nevertheless, there is evidence thatin adult stocks will reduce the number of eggs 131.
toxic petrochemicals and trace metals may beproduced and thus, the striped bass population CHADW~Cr,, H. K.
present in concentrations sufficient to affect thewill continue to spiral downward, types used in

migration stmhealth of both adult and juvenile striped bass. Additional prudent action is needed by regu- 64--83.
The striped bass situation in the Sacramento-latory agencies to reduce losses to all sources of CHADWICK, H. K.

San Joaquin Estuary parallels the loss of manyentrainment, to reduce the deposition of toxic Sacramento-S~
so-called "renewable" natural resources. Severalsubstances, and to maintain adult populations ulation. Trans.
factors are identified as probable causes; someand the needed egg production by experimental Society 96:327
may combine in their effects. One such combi-stocking. The effect ofthe additional restrictions CHADWtC):, H. K.
nation that we find very plausible for the stripedthat were placed on the fishery in 1982 to reduce fomia striped

Game 54:228-bass decline is the reduced number of eggs andfishing mortality should be evaluated as appro- CH^DWtCr,, H.K. 1
larvae that now drift downstream to enter thepriate data become available, on striped bas
nursery habitat and the recent lower production An extensive effort to measure larval striped editor. Marine
of planktonic food organisms. Striped bass eggsbass abundance and survival in relation to the Fishing Insfitu~
and larvae wash down the river in groups, theirzooplankton food supply began in 1984. This ChaDwick, H. K., l
final location depending upon spawning locationstudy, along with measures of egg production and 1977. Some f

and river flow. A lower initial abundance ofsuchof the success of the stocking program, may help population in
tuary, Califomigroups and a scarcity of dense patches of zoo-solve the mystery of California’s striped bass de- editor. Proceed

plankton greatly reduces the chance that enoughcline. : the effects of
larvae will find sufficient food to survive and fish population.,
maintain the striped bass population. Acknowledgments York, USA.

If our hypothesis is correct, stocking of hatch- We thank the members of the State Water Re- COLUNS, B.W. 19
cry fish large enough to avoid the limiting foodsources Control Board Striped Bass Working in the Sacrame

nia Fish and Gconditions might be helpful. A hatchery programGroup for their contributions. We also thank W. Cor~oraos, T. J.,
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a $3.50 striped bass stamp. Sales of this stampvided useful comments on an early draft of this DArnEL, D.A. 197~
are raising about $2 million per year to be spentmanuscript. K. Odenweller drew the figures, relationship bet’

on research and management that has potentialFunds for this work were provided by Federal (Morone saxati
nia Departmen

to enhance the striped bass fishery. HatcheryAid in Fish Restoration (Dingell-Johnson) proj- Fisheries Bran,
propagation is also planned to replace fish lostect California F-9-R, "A Study of Sturgeon, Sacramento, C2
from the estuary by diversions. Striped Bass, and Resident Fishes"; the Califor- EL~R~D<3E, M. B., J.

All agencies charged with managing the estu-nia Department of Water Resources; the Call- 1982. Bioener~
arine resources are concerned about the plight offornia State Water Resources Control Board; and Morone saxati,
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swers and practical solutions. Maintenance of ELORIt~3E, M. B., J.
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